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Clarke Gayford.

Gordon Miller and Andy Longley.

Chris Brooke , Krisy’s man.
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Colin Maguire.

Hunt Moorhouse.

Jarrod Lodge and Toby Buller.

Rachel’s 
fiancé, 
Greig 
Booth.
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AROUND TOWN

Inaugural lInDauEr 
natIonal gIrls’ nIght out
the first national girls’ night out went off with a bang, celebrations popping up all 
around the city as the ladies took back the town. It was bubbles without the boys 
and dancing shoes firmly on as they made it an event to remember. Early evening the 
night began with a gallery opening at the art house. anyone who thought admiring 
art was a quiet affair would have learnt their lesson Friday when Riley Edwards 
and Rachel Moyle hosted the girls for their first exhibition of the year. It was a truly 
unmissable night, their fabulous works completely sold out. Purchases were made by 
the likes of queen of the screen Annabel Dondell and a certain music mogul we can’t 
name because he wants to keep his presence in new Zealand on the down low!  

KrIsy’s BooK 
launch
It may have technically been a night all 
about the latest in her series Leopard heels 
in a concrete jungle, but there was more 
than that on show. all the girls had a story 
or three to share, not that any of those 
were allowed out of the building - it’s never 
a quiet one at a Krisy layton take on girls’ 
night out! Eloise MacDonald, Ida Hughes 
and Sarah Jack were all spotted amongst 
the attendees trying to make their way 
inconspicuously through the back door. 
Who wants to stay at home with a book 
when you’ve got local talent and a 
crowd like this to entertain you?

Sam Dunn, 
Elo’s boy.

Nic Moir, Bella’s boyfriend.

Ash Smith and Stephen Florence.

Rich Tangney and Purdy the cat.

Kendal Read.Katy’s man, Brad Harris.

Simone’s 
husband,  
Ben Pegler.

Phill Swaine. Photos: Graham Walden.
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DON,T 
WORRY 
BOYS. 
IT,S 
JUST 
GIRLS, 
NIGHT 
OUT.

AROUND TOWN

salsa WIth thE gIrls From 
nZ FIlm Barefoot at BetheLLs
Simone Algie and Katy Levick were just a couple of the big screen 
stars who decided to mix it up a little on Friday. they were spotted 
attending the salsa fiesta EnZed on air hosted at the waterfront to 
celebrate the success of their latest film. starting with a few tapas 
and a glass of sparkling, the evening soon got going with stars 
unable to resist showing off their skills with a step or three. It was 
all feet on the dance floor as the night continued - the girls making 
the most of getting it all to themselves for once with moves that 
would put even gangnam style to shame!

amy WEstlaKE 
FashIon DEBut
there was no better time than national girls’ 
night out to launch what is rumoured to be the 
line of the year. It was a fashion fest all round with 
designer Amy Westlake encouraging members 
of the crowd to strut their stuff in their favourite 
garment of the night as she toasted a great show 
with new Zealand’s favourite bubbly. amongst the 
guests was assistant Bella Fitzgerald, who was on 
form as she led the charge at the after party. the 
young designer’s clothing was clearly a hit with 
pieces snapped up by musician Kara McCarthey 
and a fair few lacy numbers packaged up for the 
girls to take home, ready for the next big event.
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